
-W H I T E  P A P E R

The long-held notion of the corporate firewall as a wall around your enterprise is just not 
enough. If someone really wanted, they could spoof their way through the firewall or merely 
walk around it. 

Either way, if you continue to follow the “trust all traffic on the inside of the wall,” then your 
attacker can easily pillage your customer data. Leaving you at risk for public disclosures, 
negative headlines, GDPR penalties and falling stock prices. 

Google Chromebooks: 
Using PKI to Implement 
Zero Trust Security
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D E E P  D I V E

Want to learn more 
about Zero Trust? 
Read Creating a PKI 
Infrastructure for Zero 
Trust Security. >>

The concept of Zero Trust is similar to efforts to strongly type traffic and provide applications 
with the ability to perform some level of authentication (authN) and authorization (authZ). Both 
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Software Defined Networking in a Wide Area Network 
(SD-WAN) entered the security market to help separate the data plane (the packets of data 
traversing a network) from the control plane (the process of routing those data packets). As 
the acceptance and proliferation of cloud-based services and hybrid on-premise cloud hosted 
networks grew, so did the complexity of managing these dynamic environments with the 
centralized “brain” that defines an SDN.

The term Zero Trust is credited to Forrester Research based on publishing a security model 
in 2010 where all users and devices are treated as untrustworthy. You may also have heard of 
BeyondCorp, the Google initiative spawned by a sophisticated Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
attack named Operation Aurora in 2009. It too sought to eliminate the inherent weaknesses 
present in a walled environment by instead moving all applications to the public internet and 
utilizing authN and authZ of every user and device requesting resources.

H O W  D O  C H R O M E B O O K S  F I T  I N  W I T H  Z E R O  T R U S T ? 

When the pandemic hit, many organizations responded to the mandatory closure of corporate 
offices and the relocation of employees by outfitting those who used desktop computers “on 
the network” with laptops and Chromebooks. The Windows and Mac laptops were likely already 
under some form of systems management ecosystem, like Active Directory and Autoenrollment 
for Windows and maybe JAMF for Mac. For Chromebooks, there’s Google MDM, a Mobile Device 
Management solution built-in and ready for enterprise deployments.

In terms of deploying digital certificates via Google MDM, there is a plug-in available from Google 
specifically designed to broker the provisioning of certificates from an internal Microsoft Active 
Directory Certificate Services (ADCS) infrastructure to managed Chromebooks. 

What if your enterprise does not have an ADCS infrastructure, or there are reasons why 
connecting it to your Google MDM ecosystem just won’t work for your enterprise? What if your 
regular office environment relies on digital certificates to bootstrap passwordless authentication 
to corporate wireless (or wired) networks? 

As vaccines for the pandemic becomes the norm, many businesses are allowing employees to 
return to work. Many enterprise physical sites use a different network authentication method than 
remote users. This means employees returning to a physical work location may not have a device 
provisioned for the physical corporate network. 

Help and service desk managers will be tasked with bringing parity to devices that have only 
been remote by provisioning them with certificates that are acceptable to the physical location’s 
wired or wireless network authentication service.

What Is Zero Trust?
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S T R O N G  A U T H E N T I C A T I O N ,  I N V I S I B L E  D E L I V E R Y

There are five components that make up the certificate automation solution for managed 
Chromebooks. The first three are a part of your enterprise. The last two are provided on behalf       
of the enterprise. They are:

1. Google MDM - Used to host the Certificate Enrollment extension and enforce enterprise 
control of managed Chromebooks.

2. Chromebooks - The make/model of Chromebook doesn’t matter, but it must be managed by 
Google MDM.

3. An Identity Provider - This is an external-facing federated identity solution commonly used 
by enterprises to enable Single Sign-On (SSO) and Reduced Sign-On (RSO) authentication to 
employees for internal or external applications. Common examples are platforms from Okta, 
Duo Security, Ping Identity, Azure AD and others. Enterprise email can also be used in place 
of an SSO-style solution if desired.

4. A PKI-Aware Request Proxy - This sits within a hosted environment and is managed on 
your behalf. Its main jobs are to ensure that an incoming certificate request is 1) from a 
Chromebook managed by your organization, and 2) that the user making the request has 
been authenticated by a service trusted by your organization.

5. A Private PKI-as-a-Service Managed by HID Global - We provide support for a broad range 
of certificate types, signed by your organizations’ hosted Issuing CA that may be deployed to 
Chromebooks.

The five components make up the following architecture:
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The authentication flow provides three big advantages:

1. It provides strong authentication that is based on multiple factors – one being in         
possession of an enterprise-managed Chromebook and logged in with a corporate identity.

2. The additional challenge of the user having to authenticate to the corporate SSO          
(federated identity) environment.

3. The caching of an authentication token after successfully passing the previous steps.

The authentication token (a standard part of the Open ID Connect protocol) allows the Google 
MDM and Certificate Enrollment extension to monitor for the presence of required certificates. 
This enables true automation after the user completes the authentication requirements. The 
Certificate Enrollment extension can be configured to check for certificate expiration within a 
percentage of the remaining lifetime and automatically renew it without user intervention. For 
example, when the certificate exceeds more than 80 percent of its lifetime, a renewal is triggered. 
It can also automatically replace certificates if they are removed from the Chromebook.

G O T  I T,  B U T  C A N  I T  D O  T H I S ?

Here’s a short list of the features available within the Chromebook Certificate Enrollment 
Extension (CEE):

• PKI-Aware Request Proxy URL

• Configurable Authentication Method - OIDC or Email

• Log Level

• Certificate Renewal Check Interval

• Certificate Request Timeout

• Certificate Renewal Percentage

• Multiple Certificates Issued in Same Session Support
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S U P P O R T E D  C E R T I F I C A T E  A T T R I B U T E S

For the certificate Subject DN - the Certificate Enrollment Extension supports                                            
any of the available HID PKIaaS-supported relative distinguished names                                                                 
(see https://acm.hydrantid.com/api/v2/swagger/): 

• Common Name (CN)  Required by ACM

• Organizational Unit (OU) - Required by CEE for renewal information.                                             
Can have multiple OUs however, at least one is required.

• Organization (O)

• Locality (L)

• State (ST)

• Country (C) 

For Subject Alternative Names (SANs), CEE supports the following types:

• DNS Name

• RFC822 Name

• UPN

CEE supports the insertion of specific device or user data into any of the                                      
Subject DN or SAN fields – including:

• User Email

• Device Hostname

• Device Serial Number

• Device MAC Address

• Device Directory ID 

• Device Asset ID - If populated in Google Workspaces

• Device Location - If populated in Google Workspaces

In addition, when configured against a properly setup OpenID Connect (OIDC)                        
instance such as Okta, CEE supports the following additional fields:

• User First Name

• User Last Name 

• User Full Name
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Having the right PKI infrastructure in place is critical for Zero Trust security because it allows 
you to establish trusted machine identities and encrypts the M2M communications across your 
organization. However, the lifespan of these digital certificates has been shrinking in recent 
years. To reduce the burden of keeping up with hundreds or thousands of certificate renewals 
every year, many enterprises have begun to automate and outsource the complexity of managing 
their private PKI by adopting solutions that deliver managed PKI-as-a-Service (PKIaaS).

To learn more about how PKIaaS helps Google Chromebooks and enterprises support Zero Trust 
security, request a demo from one of our experts. >>
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